


The Consortium is formed by top organizations with a successful track record 

of projects in the fields of inclusion and participation.



Goals of the Training:

Learning basic concepts and theory about 

democracy and citizen participation

Presenting a new e-participation platform
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3.DEBATES AND RULES OF 

DEBATING
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What does citizen participation 

means?

• Shows to which extent citizens can take part 

in the political system of one country

• Being an active member of the community



HOW CAN I GET INVOLVED? (Types 

of citizen participation)
Please write on your cards ways of being an active member of 

community



• Voting

• Public Consultations

• Jury Duty

• Petition

• Writing  a letter to a public official

• Protest

• Share ideas about political issues on the Social Media 

channels (Blog, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube)

• Joining an interest group, organisation or poltical party



WAYS OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 

AT LOCAL LEVEL

Please describe and discuss with the participants, 

which political projects and campaigns are currently 

debated in your city. Also explain where are the 

current political projects and initiatives being 

published. 



Debate and discuss with the 

participants at least one political 

project or initiative at local level/ in 

your city. 



Example of a letter addressed to a 

public official (how should the letter look 

like?)

Following the given example please write a letter regarding an 

issue that you noticed in your community and think that an 

official should know about it



Why are citizens not active in 

the community (especially 

young people)?



• The belief that one vote will not change 
anything

• Not being sufficiently informed
• Not trusting the political system because 

of the many corruption scandals
• Youngsters are not well-represented in 

the Parliament
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How can we define democracy?
o System of government in which all citizens are involved 

in making decisions

o Which system of government do you have in your 

country?



Political system at national level

Each Partner will add discussions and 

informations about the political system in their 

country



Political system in your city

Presentation and discussion about how the local 

counsel and government is organized in your city, how 

are decisions being made at local level, which are the 

responsibilities of the local counselors and mayor of 

the city, how is the town hall organized, which are the 

differences between the national and local political 

system. 



Political parties in each Partner country:

Each Partner will add discussions and give 

informations about the political parties in their 

country



Types of public policy
✓ Social policy

✓ Public health policy

✓ Education policy

✓ Environmental policy

✓ Criminal justice policy

✓ Economic policy



How is the legislation being adopted in 

Parliament?
Stages:

1. Conferences of the ruling party

2. Ministries draft discussion documents and public comments

3. Finalising a policy (White Paper) and approval from Cabinet

4. Passing a law: Ministry and Parliament agree on a final version, which the 

President signs

5. Implementing the law and policy



Legislation at local level

Present and discuss with the participants the 

types of policies and legislations at local level, 

which types of policies can be adopted at local 

level and how is their implementation being 

assured. 



External Speaker: a policy-maker from your city

Which are the everyday tasks of a politician?

How can we as citizens influence the decision-making process?



External Speaker: a policy-maker from your city

Exercise: Please write on the flipchart all the questions that you want 

to address to a politician
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Debating and rules of debating
◆ What does Debating means?

◆ Debate is a formal contest of argumentation between 

two teams or two individuals 

◆ Debate is an essential tool for developing and 

maintaining democracy and open societies. 



Debating procedures

1. The Debater who wishes to make a point rises from his seat, 

places one hand on top of his head and uses the other hand to signal 

the question or statement. 

2. The Speaker may choose to accept the point or not. If the Speaker 

refuses the intervention, the debater will have to sit down and not 

interrupt.

3. If the Speaker recognizes the intervention, he or she has to 

verbally accept the point and to let the debater to give their point. At 

any time, the speaker can stop the person who intervenes and the 

questioner has to sit down. 



Ethic code for Online Debates
1. Every member has to take responsibility for each posted comment.

2. For inappropriate online behaviour (for example abusive or discriminating 

comments) or anonymous comments, the administrator of kuorum.org has the 

right to remove the user from its platform. 

3. The members shouldn’t post anything online that they wouldn’t say in 

person.

4. The tolerance level for abusive comments is established by the 

administrator of kuorum.org

5. The platform should not be used in marketing purpose, like promotion of 

yourself or your services or third party businesses or services. 

6. The administrators will monitor the comments and also will answer possible 

questions from the users.

7. The administrators have the right to delete any posts that are not 

acceptable (profanity, swearing, publicity, negative posts).

8. Don’t plagiarize other people’s ideas, pictures and posts. 
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New E-participation Platform

Kuorum.org
➢ The tool is a social network where policy-makers 

(congressmen at supranational, state and regional 

level or city councillors) open their political projects 

to debate, so that citizens can make proposals to 

improve them

➢ Kuorum.org was born in spring of 2013 and its pilot 

project turned into one of the most important online 

democracy websites in Spain



New E-participation Platform

Kuorum.org



Kuorum for Citizens

➢Find your representatives

➢Talk to them

➢Run lobbying campaigns

➢Participate in public debates



Kuorum for Politicians

➢Allows politicians to analyze public 

opinion in real time

➢Enhances communication with 

citizens

➢Reduces the cost of information by 

90%



Kuorum for Politicians

- Create your Kourum account for politicians

- Update your information and profile photo

- Publish a public debate or a political project: 

You are now able to open public debates (go to 

„Tools“ and click on „New projects“)





Conclusions and Evaluation 

forms



Thank you!


